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Boron nitride (BN) nanostructures are structural analogues of carbon nanostructures but have completely different bonding character and structural defects. They are chemically inert, electrically insulating, and potentially important in mechanical applications that include the strengthening of light structural materials. These applications require the reliable production of bulk amounts of pure BN nanostructures in order to be able to reinforce large quantities of structural materials, hence the need for the development of high-yield synthesis methods of pure BN nanostructures. Using borazine (B3N3H6) as chemical precursor and the hot-filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) technique, pure BN nanostructures with cross-sectional sizes ranging between 20 and 50 nm were obtained, including nanoparticles and nanofibers. Their crystalline structure was characterized by (XRD), their morphology and nanostructure was examined by (SEM) and (TEM), while their chemical composition was studied by (EDS), (FTIR), (EELS), and (XPS). Taken altogether, the results indicate that all the material obtained is stoichiometric nanostructured BN with hexagonal and rhombohedral crystalline structure.

Copyright © 2009 José E. Nocua et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1. Introduction

BN crystallizes in various allotropic forms that are analogous to carbon allotropes (graphite, diamond, fullerene) in terms of their corresponding structures, although they have different bonding character and physical properties [1, 2]. The cubic and hexagonal phases of BN show mechanical and thermal properties that are very similar to those of diamond and graphite, respectively. However, in contrast to carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), BN nanostructures are electrically insulating, with an energy gap of ~5.5 eV [3–5] and resistant to oxidation up to 800°C [6, 7]. These characteristics make BN nanostructures more appropriate than carbon nanostructures for reinforcing industrial ceramics, such as alumina (Al2O3) and silicon nitride (Si3N4), to improve their tolerance to abrupt thermal fluctuations [8, 9].

The BN nanostructures are not only structurally similar to carbon nanostructures [10], but the methods used to synthesize them generally are modifications of those used to synthesize CNTs. For example, using nickel boride particles as catalytic agent, multiwalled BN nanotubes and the HFCVD technique were fabricated [11]. This and many other efforts to synthesize BN nanomaterials, including nanofibers [12], nanotubes [13], nanocapsules [14], nanowires [15], nanoparticles [16], and BN films [17], have resulted in low yields and significant amounts of codeposited impurities. Moreover, reports on the bulk synthesis methods of BN nanotubes [18, 19] exemplify the issue of B segregation and N deficiency due to nitrogen evolution during the synthesis of BN nanostructures, which are major drawbacks that affect all synthesis methods reported to date.

BN nanostructures can be manufactured using different boron and nitrogen compounds as precursors; we have chosen borazine in this study. This inorganic compound offers the advantages of not being corrosive and of being much less toxic than other candidates, such as B2H6, BCl3, and NH3, which involve highly complex reactions that cause the resulting films to depend strongly on the experimental parameters [20]. In addition, borazine is isostructural and
isoelectronic with benzene and has high vapor pressure, the exact 1:1 proportion of B:N, and three B-N bonds, all of which favor the stoichiometric synthesis of BN nanostructures with only hydrogen as a potential impurity [21]. The stoichiometric advantage of borazine can be however lost if high-energy synthesis techniques are employed, which break the borazine molecule in many pieces, promote the evolution of nitrogen gas, and scramble the stoichiometry of the solid state product.

In this article, we report the high-yield synthesis of stoichiometric BN nanostructures by the HFCVD technique using borazine as precursor, without any type of catalytic agent, and no measurable elemental segregation of B or N. This technique provides precise temperature and pressure control, which is essential to obtain the optimum yield and negligible amounts of unintentional impurities or nonstoichiometric B-N compounds.

2. Experimental Methodology

The HFCVD reactor consists of a stainless steel chamber, 27 cm in diameter and 27 cm in height. At the center of the chamber, there is a substrate heater, 5 cm in diameter, placed under the filament. The filament consists of a rhenium wire, 8 cm in length and 0.5 mm in diameter, coiled into a 5 mm diameter cylinder. A copper substrate, 15.0 mm in diameter and 1.0 mm in thickness, which had been previously cleaned with methanol in ultrasound for 5 minutes, was placed on the heater, and the height of the filament was adjusted to 8.0 mm above the copper substrate.

Using a mechanical pump, a baseline vacuum of 0.03 Pa (\(\sim 2 \times 10^{-4} \text{ Torr}\)) was achieved in the chamber. To minimize the presence of residual impurities, the chamber was filled with high-purity nitrogen and a pumped again. The process was repeated three consecutive times. Borazine gas was then allowed to flow until the pressure was stabilized at \(\sim 320 \text{ Pa (2.4 Torr)}\). The substrate was heated to 500°C and the filament was heated to 2300°C. In less than one minute, the substrate was covered with BN powder. About 85% of the borazine mass was converted into usable BN powder. The theoretical optimum yield value is 92.5%, considering the unavoidable evolution of hydrogen. Other losses are due to partial deposition on the interior surface of the CVD chamber. Various BN powder samples were isolated to analyze and compare their structure and composition.

The samples were characterized by different techniques to determine their crystalline structure, morphology, and chemical composition: SEM (JEOL-models JSM-5800LV and JSM-6480LV), EDX (EDAX model Genesis 2000); XRD and XPS (Physical Electronics PHI 5600 ESCA system); FTIR (Bruker model TENSOR27/Helios ATR Diamond); SEM and EELS (LEO 922 OMEGA operated with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV). In order to perform TEM and EELS, the samples were placed on a copper grid covered with a thin carbon layer.

3. Results and Discussion

The TEM images (Figure 1) reveal that the BN powder consists of quasispherical nanoparticles, with diameters ranging between 20 and 50 nm. These particles show a tendency to cluster into nanofibers of different lengths (between 80 and 500 nm). The XRD diffractiongrams (not shown) contain a strong (002) peak and weak (101) and (102) peaks. They indicate that the crystalline structure of the BN powder is orthorhombic, hexagonal, or rhombohedral, or a combination of the three. The cross-sectional size of the particles observed in the TEM is consistent with the value of \(27 \pm 6 \text{ nm}\) obtained through the analysis of the XRD diffraction peak widths using Scherrer’s equation [22]. Since the XRD diffractiongrams were taken on a relatively large sample volume, the value of \(27 \pm 6 \text{ nm}\) corresponds to the peak of the size distribution of the BN powder constituent particles.

EELS (Figure 2) provides information on the presence of boron and nitrogen. The peaks in the 198 eV and 401 eV regions are associated to the energy loss typical of these two elements, respectively. The structure close to the Kedge in the boron spectrum consists of a narrow \(\pi^*\) peak at 191 eV, a broad \(\sigma^*\) peak at 211 eV, and an additional peak at \(\sim 197 \text{ eV}\) [23]. The presence of the \(\pi^*\) peak indicates that the
BN nanoparticles have strong sp² hybridization, analogous to carbon fullerenes. Subsequent elemental mapping using EELS (Figure 3) clearly shows that B (red color) and N (blue color) are uniformly distributed over the BN nanostructures. The presence of B and N according to the EELS mapping is homogenous and well overlapped throughout the BN nanostructures. The quantitative EELS analyses done throughout the BN nanostructures indicate that B and N are in 1:1 proportion within 2%.

The infrared spectra of the BN nanostructures (Figure 4) show two prominent bands at 1373.2 cm⁻¹ and 791.1 cm⁻¹. Spectral deconvolution was used to identify the peaks that are merged together and determine their intensity and frequency, as shown in Figure 4. The deconvoluted spectra reveal that the wide band at 1373.2 cm⁻¹ is composed of two peaks at 1380.2 cm⁻¹ and 1477.2 cm⁻¹; the band at 791.1 cm⁻¹ is composed of two peaks at 787.1 cm⁻¹ and 803.9 cm⁻¹; there is an additional weak band at 1103.1 cm⁻¹. The peaks at 803.9 cm⁻¹, 1103.1 cm⁻¹, and 1477.2 cm⁻¹ can be assigned to the e-BN phase, and those at 787.1 and 1380.2 cm⁻¹ to the rBN [24] or h-BN [25, 26] phases. The e-BN is an allotropic form of boron nitride that has been reported to form by shock wave compression of h-BN powder using the explosion method [27]. So, it appears that HFCVD produces small amounts of the e-BN [24] phase, which coexist with h-BN and r-BN. It should be noted that there are no significant differences between the absorption coefficients of the different B-N phases [28].

The infrared results discussed above allow us to deduce that the BN nanostructures are mainly hexagonal or rhombohedral, or a combination of the two phases, which is consistent with the XRD results. Only small amounts of e-BN appear to be present. The XRD results had also left open the possible existence of the orthorhombic phase, which is
now discarded, since the peaks of that phase, which would appear in the vicinity of 1150 cm$^{-1}$ [29], were not observed in the infrared spectra.

The XPS revealed the presence of nitrogen, boron, carbon, and oxygen with peaks at 398.76, 190.1, 284.85, and 534.87 eV associated to the electronic levels of N 1s, B 1s, C 1s, and O 1s, respectively. The peaks at C 1s and O 1s indicate the presence of oxygen and carbon impurities due the adsorption of CO$_2$, H$_2$O, and O$_2$ on the surface of the samples. The quantitative analysis of the N 1s peak, centered around 398.0 eV [30] and of the peak corresponding to B 1s centered around 190.7 eV [31] (Figure 5), reveals that the atomic proportion of B to N is 1 : 1 (±0.05), in agreement with the EELS analysis discussed above, indicating that the nanoparticles are essentially stoichiometric. Moreover, the energy position of the B 1s band at 190.7 eV indicates that the atomic surrounding of the boron atom consists of only nitrogen atoms [32], thus confirming the 1 : 1 stoichiometry of the product and the prevention of boron segregation by the method hereby described.

Based on the successful high-yield synthesis of stoichiometric BN nanostructures hereby reported, it can be speculated that the chemical mechanism consists of a series of borazine dehydrogenation reactions that result in the formation of a stoichiometric BN. The hot filament appears to induce the formation of excited borazine molecules, (B$_3$N$_3$H$_6$)$^*$, which undergo hydrogen dissociation that can be represented as follows: (B$_3$N$_3$H$_6$)$^*$ → B$_3$N$_3$H$_5$ + H. The presence of atomic hydrogen in the chemical vapor, in turn, triggers reactions that remove H from ground state borazine.
molecules while keeping the integrity of the B–N bonds, as follows: $B_3N_3H_6 + H \rightarrow B_3N_3H_5 + H_2$. A cascade of analogous reactions leading to the formation of molecular hydrogen continues to occur at the expense of hydrogen atoms bonded to BN fragments. In this process, BN fragments segregate from the vapor phase and deposit on the substrate in the form of BN nanostructures. This proposed mechanism is consistent with the high yield of BN, the absence of boron segregation or nitrogen deficiency in the product, and the sharp increase in total pressure that occurs at the point when the filament is heated above 2000°C.

4. Conclusion

The high-yield synthesis of stoichiometric BN nanostructures using borazine gas as chemical precursor and the HFCVD technique has been demonstrated. The structure, morphology, and chemical composition of these nanostructures were studied. The BN nanostructures include quasi-spherical nanoparticles with sizes ranging between 20 and 50 nanometers and nanofibers of the same diameter that measure from 80 to 500 nanometers in length. There is no evidence of elemental B phase segregation or N deficiency. The comprehensive characterization study done indicates that all of the powder material obtained is stoichiometric BN mainly in the hexagonal and rhombohedral phases. Therefore, this study has resulted in the development of a new method to achieve the high-yield synthesis of stoichiometric BN nanostructures that can be employed to enhance the strength of structural materials of industrial applications.
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